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Office Hours
MINISTER
REV. CHERYL M. WALKER
TUESDAY
11AM – 4PM
WEDNESDAY 11AM – 4PM
THURSDAY 11AM – 4PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT
DIRECTOR OF FAITH FORMATION
LESLIE O’CONNOR
MONDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
WEDNESDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
THURSDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
ADMINISTRATOR
JULIE BURCHAM
TUESDAY 9AM – 2PM
WEDNESDAY 9AM – 2PM
THURSDAY 9AM – 2PM
FRIDAY 9AM – 2PM
*Subject to change - please call ahead

Month Worship Schedule
Jan. 2

Thea Hagepanos &
Jerry Winsett

Jan. 9

Rev. Cheryl

Jan. 16

Rev. Cheryl

Jan. 23

Rev. Cheryl

Jan. 30

Worship Team
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NEW YEAR RITUALS BY REV. CHERYL M. WALKER
In Denmark on New Year’s Eve, people smash plates against
the doors of their neighbors and friends. They do it symbolize
letting go of anger and resentments. In Spain, people will eat
exactly 12 grapes at midnight on New Year Day, one for each
chime of the bells. They do it for the hopes of a prosperous
year. In Japan, people will eat soba noodles at midnight as a
wish for a long and healthy life. African Americans and
Southerner will eat collard greens, black eyed peas, and
cornbread for a prosperous year. In Brazil people will throw
white flowers into the ocean so that the deity Yemoja will
bestow her blessings upon them. On the Korean peninsula
everyone celebrates their birthday on New Year's Day.
All around the globe humans have created rites and rituals to welcome in a new year. Many of us
have personal things we like to do to on New Year's Eve or first thing on New Year's Day. We do
these things to symbolize something about our hopes for a new year, or as a way of letting go of
the old year. We don’t even care so much about their efficacy; they are just rituals and routines we
have to fulfill a need. Perhaps it is a need to start the new year off right, because the house is clean
and in order. Maybe it is a need to think differently about our lives, by doing things that help us
let go of old habits. There are as many needs as there are people with routines.
Astronomically, January 1st is just a day like any other day. Any significance put upon it was done
by humans. Whatever day we chose as the beginning of a new year is to some extent arbitrary.
Even the first day of spring being the start of a new year would be arbitrary, why not start a new
year on the first day of winter, or summer or autumn? That January 1st is the start of a new year, is
just as good as any other day. We humans need markers, which is why we create them. And New
Year’s Day is one such marker. These markers help us make sense of time. Imagine not having
them and measuring your life only in days or hours or minutes. Markers like New Year’s Day make
our lives more measurable and, in some respects, more purposeful.
There is also something about having a shared New Year’s Day: all of us who were not born this
year have taken another trip around the sun together. No matter where you live if you were alive
this time last year, you shared a journey around the sun with billions of other people. That alone
should give us a different perspective on our lives and our planet. We share our planet with billions
of other humans, and it is the only home we all share. Caring for it and each other is not optional
but required if we are to take our journey another year.
As we look forward to a New Year together, on this tiny little planet, let us begin by recognizing
how interdependent we all are. We need one another, and we are not alone in our shared journey
around the sun.
Many kind blessings for a good new year,
Rev. Cheryl
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HOPE BY JANE HORRELL
Reverend Cheryl has focused a lot on hope in December’s services, actually hope has been a theme
that’s permeated our entire year. Which got me to thinking, what are the ingredients of hope?
Where does it come from? How do I capture it? How do I keep it? Times are tough, how can I
cultivate hope? Obviously, everyone hopes differently, in fact the ingredients of my hopefulness
change on a daily basis.
To me, hope is the optimistic expectation of a better future- the
positive cousin of helplessness-two sides of the same coin. A desire
that something good might happen to me. Hope is an essential
ingredient to a full life, perhaps one of the most underrated virtues.
Hope energizes me. As I enter into a new year, I commit to hope.
Every two weeks, on paydays, I buy 3 lottery tickets, one for each person in my household. The
tickets are $2 each. Some (my dad) might think this is wasteful spending, but to me the purchase
represents my hope that amazing things MIGHT happen to me. I might one day win, and if not,
then I have hope for the next time. This is frivolous hope, rooted in dreaming and joy. And I
cherish it.
It’s a good place when all you have is hope and not expectations. – Danny Boyle
Meanwhile, there are immigrants, leaving their countries, desperate and dire in the hope for a better
life. I think of my immigrant grandparents coming to America rather blindly. I imagine they either
had to embrace hope or be swallowed up by the sheer terror of leaving everything they’d ever
known. Today there are people escaping a peaceless & fearful life to pursue their hope of a better
tomorrow.
Hope is being able to see that there is light despite all of the darkness. – Desmond Tutu
Yes, being hopeful is nice and helpful. These are very easy words to toss around. But what about
right now when everything feels like it’s crashing down around us? Some people are just naturally
optimistic—even in the toughest of times. So, for those of us who maybe feel a little silly trying to
look for a silver lining in, you know, a global pandemic, trying to be hopeful just doesn’t feel
genuine. Hope has to be authentic, doesn’t it?
I believe it definitely has to be authentic. But sometimes is has to be searched for intentionally,
borrowed and perhaps a little “fake it to you make it” thrown in the mix. Because life has a lot of
ups and downs. We need hope to carry us through, and we especially need it when it’s difficult to
find.
For this New Year, I urge you to nurture your hopefulness. I’ve been taking time to appreciate
what brings me hope, maybe you need to borrow some of my list until you get yours going?
HERE’S SOME OF MY LIST:
• SUNRISES (GO TO THE BEACH AT SUNUP).
• THE JOYFUL SOUNDS OF PEOPLE LAUGHING/PLAYING (GO SIT NEAR A PLAYGROUND).
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HOPE BY JANE HORRELL CONTINUED…
•
•
•
•
•

NATURE (PLANT SOMETHING IN THE GARDEN).
FREEDOM.
THE WINTER SOLSTICE.
MIRACULOUS IMMUNIZATIONS.
FINDING A (HEADS UP) PENNY.

…and for the record, my dad has purchased a lottery ticket or two… I like to think my hopefulness
was contagious!
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HAVE YOU HEARD OF… BY LESLIE O’CONNER
Have you ever heard of The Family Research Council? Heritage Foundation? What about
Citizen’s United? UU Justice Ministry of North Carolina?
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day will be celebrated on Monday,
January 17th, 2022. Unlike other national holidays, this day is
traditionally marked as a day of service. Whether the work is to
feed the hungry, clean the dirty, fix the broken, teach the
uneducated or simply to voice the unspoken, it is all work that
RIGHTS A WRONG. Indeed, performing work or providing a
service on a monthly (or other appropriate interval) is part of a
healthy, personal spiritual practice for anyone.
Think for a moment: How might history have been different, had Martin Luther King, Jr. been a
Unitarian Universalist minister, instead of a fourth generation Baptist minister? UUs were very
active in Dr. King’s historic movement in the ‘60s. Foreshadowing the later merging of the larger
organizations (just one year hence), the two Service Committees of the Unitarians and the
Universalists agreed to merge in 1960. It made sense to do so. They were working on the same
projects and sharing a lot of the same resources. It really became necessary when they took on a
prominent role in the civil rights movement in specific Georgia and Florida state desegregation
projects where they partnered with the federal government.
The Unitarian Universalist Justice Ministry of North Carolina was formed in 2017 as the Forward
Together legislative movement, that had successfully pressured our state’s government with Moral
Monday Marches for economic justice on the capital - in which many of our congregants took part
- along with other initiatives. The UU Justice Ministry of NC has a broader agenda now and I
encourage you to read the information on their website. There is an issue for everyone:
https://www.uuforwardtogether.org/
A recent initiative is to engage interested middle-school and high-school UU students in weekly
zoom meetings for organizing direct action on issues of concern to them. As a Lifespan Director
of Religious Education, I appreciate the fact that they are prioritizing youth, and getting them
engaged, and getting them to identify the issues of importance to them. We are teaching the liberal
leaders of tomorrow and I am not being dramatic when I say that if we don’t do it, no one will.
If you will be feeding your soul by serving your community in January, or any time of the year,
please consider the options offered by the Unitarian Universalist Justice Ministry of North
Carolina. Recall your passion for justice as it might have been in the 1960’s and the 1970’s. Your
commitment to fight for justice should be even more intense now due to the radical nature of our
opponent and the cases of injustice that we continue to bear witness to. The UU Justice Ministry
of North Carolina is your liberal, faith-based answer to the conservative, faith-based organizations
that we are up against. It will amplify your voice by channeling your efforts along with thousands
of others. There are other state chapters of UU Justice Ministries and together we will create the
Unitarian Universalist movement that is so needed in this time, and we will make it a household
name as much as its conservative counterparts.
Shalom. Leslie O’Connor, Lifespan Religious Education Director
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GENEROSITY AND GRATITUDE BY SHARE THE PLATE COMMITTEE
Many thanks to all who have contributed to our Share the Plate effort. We receive many thank
you notes throughout the year, letting us know how our contributions have enhanced the efforts
of these organizations to fulfil their mission. Here are just a few lines from some of the many,
many thank you notes received:
We are so appreciative of the generous gift from
your congregation. …. Your contribution helps
provide educational opportunities for young, collegebound minds. Red, Black and Love
We are so truly grateful for your support of A Bike
for Every Child, and we thank you so much for
your generous donation. A Bike for Every
Child
Your generosity helped us bring meals to our
friends in need. Walking Tall Wilmington
Your support will help CAM tell the story of the
USCT (United States Colored Troops) and their
contribution to the history of North Carolina.
Cameron Art Museum
Your gift to Cape Fear Habitat for Humanity
demonstrates your belief that everyone deserves a
place to call home Cape Fear Habitat for
Humanity
Thank you for believing in our mission and
ultimately the citizens for this community. We hope
you continue to StepUp with us as we place more
people into jobs and work hard for a more vibrant
community. StepUp
Your generosity ensures patients and families in our community get the compassionate care and support they need
when it matters most. You helped us navigate PPE shortages, implement new telehealth platforms……. and face
the economic hardships COVID-19 brought. Lower Cape Fear Lifecare.
Your gift enables us to replace native tress lost in recent storms along our streets and in the parks, and to plant street
trees in neighborhoods that are lacking a tree canopy. Cape Fear Trees.
These samples remind us of how collectively, we can do so much to impact the success of
these programs, and therefore, the quality of life for our community members. Please keep
an eye out for more exciting opportunities to make a difference.
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UPDATE FROM THE COMMITTEE FOR MINISTRY
Your Committee for Ministry (CFM) is continuing to
work diligently on analysis of the data provided by the
100 survey respondents. We are taking great care to
ensure we capture the key points made by those who
completed the surveys.
Though we don’t have a firm date for completion at
this point, we anticipate wrapping up our work on Rev.
Cheryl’s evaluation by early spring. Our plan is to first
meet with Rev. Cheryl, then to provide the BOT and
the congregation with a summary of our findings.
Thank you SO much for taking this seriously and for providing such detailed feedback in the
comments sections. We will keep you updated about our progress as we move forward.

FAMILY PROMISE UPDATE FROM JESSICA HOLM
A huge thank you to Tina Schenk and Christine Elliott, who brought
dinners to the Family Promise guests in November.
Family Promise provides temporary housing to homeless families in the Wilmington area, and
helps these families find employment and more permanent housing. UUCWNC has been
involved with this project for many years.
Due to the pandemic, the families do not eat together in a common area. Each dinner needs to
be packaged separately for each family. There is a picnic table and coolers (underneath the table)
for each family. Volunteers are welcome to leave food on/in either one or both (depending on
coolness/heat of food). Coolers are labeled with family information. The families know to check
their cooler as well. They also know to wear masks when they are around the pick-up/communal
area at ALL times. Dinners must be “ready to eat.”
I, (Jessica), will be moving out of the area in January. Tina Schenk will be taking over as
coordinator/liaison for this project. Please let Tina know how much you appreciate her efforts by
volunteering to take a meal to the guests during our next rotation.
Our next rotation is February 6-7, 2022 (Sunday night and Monday night). If you are interested
and can provide a meal for the families, let Tina know. She will provide you with all the
information you need prior to your time of delivery. Dinners can be home cooked or
purchased. Contact Tina at tennistina1948 @ yahoo.com if you are interested. Thank you!
It was truly an honor to lead this congregation in service to Family Promise. – Jessica Holm
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NEWCOMERS CORNER
Dennis and Joan McCulley
Dennis and Joan moved to Wilmington from Teaneck, New Jersey, in May of 2018. Becoming
dissatisfied with the dogmas of the Catholic church, Joan began seeking a new religious
community. An online search led her to a UUCW Sunday service in February of 2019 and the
joyful discovery of a welcoming community with a focus on social justice. Once introduced to
the UUCW community, Dennis’s disinterest in church attendance
turned completely around.
Dennis was born in Cleveland but brought up on Long Island, New
York, in the towns of Valley Stream Bayshore, and Southampton.
After serving in the army and attending art school in Manhattan, he
began his career in the newspaper business, working his way up from
copy boy to Assistant Art Director at the New York Daily News, and
then as Creative Director in charge of the Art and Photo
departments at The Record of Hackensack, NJ. Dennis enjoys
cooking, golfing, gardening, and oil painting.
Joan was raised in southeastern Michigan. After graduating
from the University of Michigan, she taught middle school
Language Arts for 12 years. Then she worked for a major
school textbook publisher as a Production Editor, Market
Researcher, and Marketing Manager after earning her MBA in
marketing. Joan’s interests include watercolor painting, sewing,
reading, gardening, and walking.
Dennis and Joan have a son, daughter-in-law, and two
granddaughters living in Ft. Worth, and a son and daughter-inlaw living in Washington, D.C.
Stacy Kitt & Peter Rawitsch
Stacy grew up on Long Island and spent her working years in the
Albany, NY area. Peter grew up in Homewood, IL and moved to
the east coast to go to college. They have three daughters. Peter was
a first-grade teacher in Glenmont, NY for 38 of his 42 years of
teaching. They retired to NC in July 2019, choosing Wilmington
because Stacy needed to get back to the ocean and they both wanted
a bustling UU congregation as the center of their retired life.
Peter is the co-chair of the Social Justice Ministry and was just elected
to serve on the Board of Trustees. Much of his time and energy is
spent working for educational justice. Stacy facilitates the JUULIETs
(Just Unitarian Universalist Ladies Interested in Eating Together)
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NEWCOMERS CORNER CONTINUED…
and is a member of the Membership Engagement Team, Reopening Team, and the Open House
Team. She makes Jewelry, stained glass and mosaics. Both of them enjoyed singing with the choir
and very much look forward to doing so again in the future.
Stacy and Peter were so thoroughly welcomed, and feel so at home this congregation, that they
have not felt like newcomers for a very long time.

January Full Moon
The January Full Moon will occur on January 17th..
This moon is referred to as the Wolf Moon. The
wolf is a powerful totem when you are feeling lost
and do not know where to go. He guides you and
will be your protector as you make your journey on
a new unexplored path, gaining insight, experience
and confidence.
Join us at our January Full Moon Gathering on Tuesday, January 18th at 7:00 PM. Barbara D-B
will host.
Women of any age are welcome to attend these gatherings. If you would like to attend and are
not on the mailing list, please contact fullmoon@uucwnc.org for additional information.
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MEMBERSHIP ENGAGEMENT TEAM (MET) NEWS
Resources
New members, as well as those who seek a “refresher” about Unitarian Universalist history,
mission, values, and engagement benefited from the three “Welcome” sessions provided by Rev.
Cheryl during November. They were very well received and appreciated.
Another new and highly anticipated resource is the Resource Handbook for the Unitarian
Universalist Congregation of Wilmington, NC, aptly titled Something for Everyone. Indeed, it provides
a complete list and descriptions of all aspects of our congregation, including the many ways that
members can engage in activities within and outside the church. Along with each activity’s
description is information about “Meeting Times,” “Time Commitment,” and an email address or
link for more information.
The Handbook is not only informational, but also inspirational. Anyone using it will be inspired
by the variety of ways to engage with fellow congregants. You may access it at www.uucwnc.org,
click on the “Engage” tab, then select “Resource Guide to UUCWNC.” For example, you will
learn that ROMEOS stands for Retired Older Men Eating Out. Ah, but who or what is JUULIET?
The MET thanks all those who worked long and hard to create this Handbook, including Doris
C, Deb F, Gary O, and Robin M.
Enjoying the Holidays
This is a special time of year for holiday celebrations. Based on the survey results from members,
the MET helped organize a Thanksgiving dinner in Dobkin Hall. More than 25 people attended
the festive event. The congregation supplied three turkeys that were prepared at home by
attendees. Everyone else brought a dish to share, including an array of desserts. Tables with white
tablecloths were festively decorated with seasonal fall trimmings. The attendees said the dinner
was wonderful and provided opportunities to share
Good wishes and make new friendships. Special
thanks to Stacy K for her leadership in
conducting the survey and organizing the
festivities. Thanks also to everyone who
helped set up Dobkin Hall and clean up
after the event. These photos capture the
spirit of the evening.
The Christmas Eve Candlelight service in the sanctuary was filled with children and adults of all
ages. In her homily, Rev. Cheryl, assisted by worship associates Pam W and Leslie O, spoke about
the spirit of peace, goodwill, and hope that embodies “The Work of Christmas,” which was central
to the teachings of Jesus. Musicians Cheryl L and Diane H accompanied the choir members who
led the congregation in singing carols. The service concluded with everyone holding lit candles and
singing Silent Night.
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MEMBERSHIP ENGAGEMENT TEAM (MET) NEWS CONT…
On Christmas Day, members visited the church for the holiday brunch and reception hosted by
Rev. Cheryl and Elizabeth T. Despite the good cheer, and as Rev. Cheryl mentioned during the
Christmas Eve service, it is bittersweet that this is the last Christmas we will share with her and
Elizabeth in person. They will be dearly missed.
Looking Ahead to More Engagement
The MET has received numerous ideas for additional activities in 2022.
The New Hanover County NAACP will host the 15th Annual MLK Breakfast on Saturday, January
15 from 9:00 – 11:00 am at Union Station, 411 North Front Street. The Rev. Dr. Terry L. Henry
from the Macedonia Missionary Baptist Church will be the guest speaker. Minister of the Year and
Church of the Year will be awarded at the program. The cost is $30 per person. All proceeds from
the program will benefit their youth programs: ACT-SO, Youth Council, and the UNCW Chapter.
Let Peter Rawitsch know if you are interested in attending at rawitschp@mac.com. He is
organizing a table for eight UUs and friends.
Other engagement ideas include a garden club to help improve
the church’s grounds, garden tours of members’ homes, group
trail walks, a gathering of pets, and fundraising dinners hosted
by members.
We welcome your suggestions for other activities that foster engagement, promote fellowship, and
serve the community. Please share your ideas with any MET member or email us at
MET@uucwnc.org.
Reminder: There will only be one church service on January 2nd at 10:30 AM and only via ZOOM.
Regular services in the sanctuary will resume on January 9th, including the coffee hour after both
services.
[Editor: Bob H]

FUNDRAISING DINNERS
I hope you all had a wonderful and safe holiday season.
Now that the excitement of the holidays is over, you may be looking for ways to
connect with others and enjoy great conversation along with delicious food. A
number of generous UUs have volunteered their homes and culinary skills to
provide dinners for you to attend in January and February. Not only will you have
the pleasure of an enjoyable evening, but you will also be helping our congregation.
When we return in January, we will have sign-up lists posted either in the lobby or hallway of the
building. The name and address of the host, date and time of the dinner and the number of guests
they will serve will be posted. There will also be a brief description of the menu or type of dinner
being served. We are asking for a payment of $25.00 per person to be donated to the UUCWNC.
Bon Appetit
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NOTES FROM THE CARING TEAM
Acting in concert with the minister, the Caring team provides short term support, care, and
assistance to UUCW members and friends who are experiencing illness, injury, or crisis.
We are a deeply caring community. Please let the Caring team know if you
have any needs as we continue helping each other as safely as possible during
the ongoing Covid pandemic. Besides mail, email, and phone calls we can now
also once again provide meals, run any errands, do shopping or drive to
doctor appointment. We also have access to some medical equipment. Your
information is kept in strict confidence unless you give us permission to share
it.
We are saddened to report that only a short time ago, December 18th, our long-term member and
beloved friend Fritz Ackerman died at home in the company of his loving family. We extend our
heartfelt sympathy to his beloved wife Haze and other family members and friends. We also send
our sincere condolences to Cathy C., following the death of her sister and to Jill P. whose mother
recently died.
We are pleased to report that Terez L. has recovered from surgery.
You may contact any member of the Caring team, which includes Joyce Elliott, Diane Halley, Dot
Hodder, Jeanette Koshar, Jeannie Lennon, Kami OKeeffe, Jill Pollock, Betsy Randall-David, and
Rev. Cheryl M. Walker. You may contact them directly, or via the Caring team email at
Caring@uucwnc.org.
Jeannie Lennon will be the coordinator for January and Jill Pollock for February. Kami OKeeffe,
December Coordinator

OUR 8TH PRINCIPLE JOURNEY WILL START THIS SPRING BY PETER
RAWITSCH, SJM CO-CHAIR
The Social Justice Ministry (SJM) has voted to start our 8th Principle journey this spring.
The 8th Principle states, “We, the member congregations of the Unitarian Universalist
Association, covenant to affirm and promote journeying toward spiritual wholeness by working to
build a diverse multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that accountably dismantle racism
and other oppressions in ourselves and our institutions.”
Would you like to join us on this long and challenging ride?
Our first step will be to establish a leadership team to guide the journey. SJM is offering 5 or 6
mini-grants to members of the congregation who are interested in joining this team, participating
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OUR 8TH PRINCIPLE JOURNEY CONTINUED…
in Jubilee Three Anti-Racism training and meeting regularly to plan and assess our anti-racism
work.
The leadership team will be doing self-reflection and community building before it begins to listen
to and educate the congregation.
I received the Jubilee training last November. The three facilitators covered a lot of difficult topics
during the 2½ days and there was so much to learn and think about. But the real work begins after
the training when we begin to try to put the anti-racist ideas into action.
The Jubilee Three Anti-Racism training is led by Paula Cole Jones from
the All Souls Church in Washington, DC. She is also the co-author of
the 8th Principle. Her co-leaders are Dr. Leon Spencer from Georgia
Southern University in Statesboro and Lutricia Callair from the Eno
River UU Fellowship in Durham, NC.
The training consists of presentations, discussions, videos, exercises, and small group work. Some
of the topics include the history of racism and resistance to racism in the Americas; defining racism;
the effects of racism on people of color and on white people; dismantling racism; and claiming
and shaping an anti-racist identity.
A weekend schedule for a full training in the spring might look like this:
• Friday, 6:00pm to 9:00pm
• Saturday, 9:00am to 8:00pm
• Sunday, 12:00pm to 7:00pm
The online training costs $170 per person. The SJM mini grants will cover half of that cost, so
leadership team members will each pay $85 for the 2½ days.
UUA President Rev. Dr. Susan Frederick-Gray recently wrote, “Our work for justice and equityour work to dismantle white supremacy culture, racism, and oppression in ourselves and in our
world-is the faithful response to our theology of interdependence.”
If you are interested in doing this work as a member of our 8th Principle leadership team, contact
Peter Rawitsch at rawitschp@mac.com.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES DIRECTORY
PRESIDENT: ELIZABETH MACLEOD
VICE PRESIDENT: BECKI SCHREIBER
SECRETARY: CORNELIA MAXTED
ROBERT DEMKO
JANE HORRELL
JERRY HURWITZ
RAINE MORGAN
KAMI O’KEEFFE
PETER RAWITSCH
BOARD OF TRUSTEES EMAIL ADDRESS: BOARD@UUCWNC.ORG
TREASURER: JOHN GRIGSBY
TREASURER@UUCWNC.ORG
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